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a b s t r a c t
The Range Next Value problem (problem RNV) is a recent interesting variant of the range
search problems, where the query is for the immediate next (or equal) value of a given
number within a given interval of an array. Problem RNV was introduced and studied very
recently by Crochemore et al. [Maxime Crochemore, Costas S. Iliopoulos, M. Sohel Rahman,
Finding patterns in given intervals, in: Antonin Kucera, Ludek Kucera (Eds.), MFCS, 22 in:
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 4708, Springer, 2007, pp. 645–656]. In this paper,
we present improved algorithms for problem RNV and algorithms for extended versions of
the RNV problem. We also show how this problem can be used to achieve optimal query
time for a number of interesting variants of the classic pattern matching problems.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We study the Range Next Value (RNV) problem, which is defined as follows.
Problem 1 (Range Next Value (Problem RNV)). We are given an array A[1..n], which is a permutation of [1..n]. We need to
preprocess A to answer queries of the following form.
Query: Given an integerK ∈ [1..n], and an interval [ℓ..r], 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ r ≤ n, the goal is to return the index k of the value A[k]
of the immediate higher or equal number (‘next value’) thanK from A[ℓ..r] if there exists one. More formally, we need to
return k such that A[k] satisfies A[k] = min{A[q] | A[q] ≥ K and ℓ ≤ q ≤ r}. If there is no such k, then we return−∞.
For the solution of the RNV problem we can consider two settings. After preprocessing A to allow RNV queries we either
have direct access to A as a copy of A is available as a part of the produced index or we do not have direct access to A. We
call a data structure for solving the problem in the presence of A indexing and in the absence of A encoding, where according
to Fischer [9] ‘‘An indexing data structure enhances an object (such as an array) with additional functionality (such as queries)
and needs access to the object itself, whereas an encoding data structure recodes all necessary parts of the data for answering the
queries without accessing the object’’.
✩ Results of this paper have been presented by Crochemore et al. (2008) [5].∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +880 1552389480; fax: +44 8712475276.
E-mail addresses:maxime.crochemore@kcl.ac.uk (M. Crochemore), csi@dcs.kcl.ac.uk (C.S. Iliopoulos), kubica@mimuw.edu.pl (M. Kubica),
msrahman@cse.buet.ac.bd (M.S. Rahman), tischler@informatik.uni-wuerzburg.de (G. Tischler), walen@mimuw.edu.pl (T. Waleń).
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We use RNVA([ℓ..r],K) to denote the range next value query on array A[ℓ..r] for the value K . Problem RNV was
introduced, very recently, in [6], to solve an interesting variant of the classic pattern matching problem, namely Pattern
Matching in a Query Interval (problem PMQI) [16]. In problem PMQI, we are given a text, which we can preprocess for
subsequent queries and each query has a query interval in addition to a pattern to search for. The goal is to find only those
occurrences of the pattern in the text that start in the given query interval. This problem is interesting, because, in many
text search situations, one may want to search only in a part of the text, e.g. restricting the search to only parts of a long
DNA sequence. To achieve an optimal query time, in [6], problem PMQI was reduced to problem RNV and the latter was
solved with a constant query time against a data structure requiring O(n2) preprocessing time and space. It was left as an
open problem to devise a better data structure without losing the constant time query capability. The goal of this paper is to
present such a data structure. Notably, problem RNV turns out to be useful in a number of other problems as well. As wewill
show in Section 5, problem RNV can be used to get optimal query times for a number interesting problems studied in [15]
and related to the string statistics problem [4,1].
It is worth-mentioning here that, despite extensive results on various range searching problems, we are not aware of any
result from the literature that directly addresses problem RNV. It seems to be possible to get a query time of O(log log n) by
using an efficient data structure for the much studied ‘‘3-sided Query’’ problem along with a ‘persistent’ data structure to
‘select’ the appropriate answer from the answer set of a ‘‘3-sided Query’’ [19]. AnO(n log n) preprocessing time for a wavelet
tree (cf. [12]) based index of size n log n+ o(n) log n bits allowing a query time in O(log n)was given in [17]. However, our
goal is to facilitate constant time query capability with a data structure requiring o(n2) time and o(n2) bits of index space.
Notably, some preliminary results of this paper has been presented at [5]. In the rest of this paper, we follow the following
convention adopted from [2]: if an algorithmhas preprocessing time f (n) and query time g(n), wewill say that the algorithm
has complexity ⟨f (n), g(n)⟩.
In this paper we use the word RAM model with a word size of w bits, where we assume log n ∈ O(w). In particular
indices on A and the values in A can be stored in a finite number of machine words. If not stated otherwise log denotes log2.
When we use log below in formulae describing runtime or space usage of an algorithm, then we use log n as a short form
for max(⌈log n⌉, 1).
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2we discuss the reduction of an extended version of RNV allowing
non-permutation arrays with only unique elements to problem RNV. Such a reduction allows us to formulate indexing
algorithms for problemRNV in the following sectionmore elegantly. In Section 3with discuss indexing schemes for problem
RNV. We first review the ⟨O(n2),O(1)⟩ algorithm presented in [6] in Section 3.1. Then we present two different algorithms
to solve problem RNV with complexity ⟨O(n 32 ),O(1)⟩ and ⟨O(n1+ϵ),O(1)⟩ respectively in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. In Section 4
we present an indexing approach for a generalised RNV problem, where we do not require the elements of the input array
to be unique or form a permutation. In Section 5, we discuss possible applications. Finally, we briefly conclude in Section 6.
2. Extended alphabet with unique occurrences
Problem RNV considers an array A of length n representing a permutation of the numbers 1 to n. In some cases below
we will consider arrays with an extended alphabet for the sake of a recursive solution to the problem. In particular we
will consider an array A of length n such that the elements are taken from an alphabet Σ = {1, 2, . . . , u} for some
u ∈ N, u > 0, log u ∈ O(w) while we keep the constraint that each element of Σ is only allowed to appear at most
once in A. In this section we assume that the input array A satisfies these conditions we just enumerated.
In the followingwewill be using bit vectors endowedwith rank and select dictionaries. Let V denote a bit vector of length
n, i.e. a sequence of length n over the alphabet {0, 1}. We define the function rank1(V , i) by rank1(V , i) =ij=1 V [j] and the
function select1 such that select1(V , i) is the smallest j such that rank1(V , j) = i. Analogouslywe define the function rank0
by rank0(V , i) =ij=1(1− V [j]) and the function select0 such hat select0(V , i) is the smallest j such that rank0(V , j) = i.
Indexing dictionaries allowing constant time queries using o(n) space for rank and selectwere proposed by Jacobson (cf. [14])
and Munro (cf. [18]) respectively.
Using a rank dictionary on a binary vector of length u, we canmap the problem on the extended alphabet to the alphabet
{1, 2, . . . , n} in constant time using u+o(u) bits of additional space. To this end letU be defined as a binary vector of length u
such that U[i] = 1 if there exists 1 ≤ j ≤ n such that A[j] = i and U[i] = 0 otherwise. As an example consider A = ⟨1, 4, 6⟩.
Then we have u = 6 and U = ⟨1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1⟩.
Given some value kwe can find the smallest value kˆ ≥ k in A in constant time using rank and select on U . To this end we
first check whether U[k] = 1. If this is the case than kˆ equals k. Otherwise we are searching for the smallest kˆ > k such that
U[kˆ] = 1, which can be computed as kˆ = select1(U, rank1(U, k)+ 1).
For any query RNVA([ℓ..r], k)with 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ r ≤ n and 1 ≤ k ≤ n the smallest value kˆ ≥ k in A is the smallest candidate
for a solution. Thus we have RNVA([ℓ..r], k) = RNVA([ℓ..r], kˆ).
Let the array Aˆ of length n be defined by Aˆ[i] = rank1(U, A[i]) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. It is easy to see that Aˆ is a permutation of
{1, 2, . . . , n} and
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RNVA([ℓ..r], k) =

RNVAˆ([ℓ..r], rank1(U, k)) if U[k] = 1
RNVAˆ([ℓ..r], rank1(U, k)+ 1) otherwise
for each ℓ, r ∈ {1, 2, . . . n} and k ∈ {1, . . . , u}.
3. Indexing for problem RNV
In this section we discuss indexing methods for problem RNV, where the indexes produced allow constant query time.
In particular the array A of length n is assumed to represent a permutation of the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n in this section.
3.1. The ⟨O(n2),O(1)⟩ algorithm
In this subsection we briefly review the algorithm for problem RNV (referred to as Algorithm CIR henceforth) presented
in [6]. First, we formally define the much studied range minimum query problem, which is used by the CIR algorithm.
Problem 2 (Range Minimum Query (Problem RMQ)). We are given an array A[1..n] of numbers. We need to preprocess A to
answer the following form of queries:
Query: Given an interval [ℓ..r], 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ r ≤ n, the goal is to find the position k of a minimum (maximum, in the case of
range maximum query) value A[k] for ℓ ≤ k ≤ r .
As for the solution of the RNV problem we can consider two settings for the RMQ problem, either we have access to A
(indexing variant) or we do not have access to A (encoding variant). We use RMQA([ℓ..r]) to denote the range minimum
query on array A for the interval [ℓ..r].
Problem RMQ has received much attention in the literature. Harel and Tarjan presented the first approach to the
equivalent related problem of lowest common ancestors (LCA) in trees allowing constant time queries after linear time
preprocessingwhile employing an index using a linear number ofmemorywords (cf. [13]). A translation of the RMQproblem
to the LCA problem was described by Gabow, Harold and Tarjan (cf. [11]). Later on simpler approaches were proposed
by other authors including Schieber and Vishin (cf. [21]), Berkman and Vishkin (cf. [3]) and Bender and Farach-Colton
(cf. [2]).
For the same setting of constant time queries after linear time preprocessing Fischer and Heun [10] presented an
algorithm requiring cn+o(n) bits of additional space for any constant c ≤ 2 (the statement given in the paper that the space
2n + o(n) is optimal later on was revoked by the authors, cf. [8]. cn + o(n) bits can be obtained by partitioning the array
into blocks of constant size c2 ≥ 1, replacing each block by its minimum and building the proposed index on this reduced
array. Querying then requires checking a finite number of blocks for the position of the actual minimum). Sadakane [20]
presented the first succinct data structure for the encoding case which achieves the same time complexity using 4n+ o(n)
bits of space. Finally Fischer presented an optimal approach for the encoding version of RMQ in [8] using 2n + o(n) bits of
space while using linear time preprocessing and allowing constant time queries.
3.1.1. Algorithm CIR
Algorithm CIR maintains n arrays Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Each array Bi has n elements. So, B could be viewed as a two dimensional
array. Algorithm CIR fills each array Bi depending on A as follows. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n it stores in Bi the difference between i
and the corresponding element of A, and then replaces all negative entries of Bi with∞. More formally, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, algorithm CIR sets Bi[j] = A[j] − i, if A[j] ≥ i; otherwise it sets Bi[j] = ∞. Then, each
Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is preprocessed for the RMQ problem. In the indexing case this completes the construction of the data
structure. In the encoding case, where we will not have access to the arrays A and Bi at query time, we need to be able to
determine if a position in Bi equals ∞. A suitable solution for each single vector Bi would be to store a bit vector BBi of
length n which is 0 at positions j such that Bi[j] is finite and one otherwise. However, as we have Bi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, this
would take n2 bits, which is more than required for a straight-forward solution based on producing a copy of Awhich takes
n⌈log2 n+ 1⌉ bits.
It is clear that Algorithm CIR requires O(n2) preprocessing time. The query processing is as follows. Consider the query
RNVA([ℓ..r],K). We simply need to apply a range minimum query in BK for the interval [ℓ..r], i.e., we need to execute the
query: RMQBK ([ℓ..r]). If the computed position denotes a finite number in BK , which we can decide by looking at A, then
this position is our result. Otherwise we return−∞. This gives us the following theorem.
Theorem 1. (Extended from [6]). For the indexing problemRNV,we can construct a data structure in O(n2) time and cn2+n · o(n)
bits of additional space for any constant c ≤ 2 to answer the relevant queries in O(1) time per query. For the encoding problem
RNV, we can construct a data structure in O(n2) time and cn2 + n⌈log n+ 1⌉ + n · o(n) = bits of space for any c ≤ 2 to answer
the relevant queries in O(1) time per query.
In the case of an extended alphabet ofΣ = {1, 2, . . . , u} for u ≥ nwe obtain the following.
Theorem 2. For the indexing problem RNV with extended alphabetΣ , we can construct a data structure in O(n2 + u) time and
cn2 + n · o(n)+ u+ o(u) bits of additional space for any constant c ≤ 2 to answer the relevant queries in O(1) time per query.
For the encoding problem RNV, we can construct a data structure in O(n2+u) time and cn2+n⌈log n+1⌉+n · o(n)+u+ o(u)
bits of space for any c ≤ 2 to answer the relevant queries in O(1) time per query.
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3.2. An improved algorithm with complexity ⟨O(n 32 ),O(1)⟩
In this subsection,we present an algorithm that improves onAlgorithmCIR. Subsequentlyweuse the following notations.
Given an array A[1..n] we define min(A) = A[i], such that A[i] ≤ A[j] for all j in [1..n]. We say that, a range [ℓ..r] is
nonexistent, if ℓ > r; otherwise, [ℓ..r] is said to be existent. Furthermore, given a range [ℓ..r], 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ r ≤ n, and a sub-
array A[i..j], 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n of an array A[1..n], we say that the range [ℓ..r] is confined in the sub-array A[i..j], if, and only if,
we have i ≤ ℓ ≤ r ≤ j.
Now, recall that, our goal is to construct a data structure requiring o(n2) time and space without losing the constant time
query capability. Below we present the idea we employ.
In the first phase, we divide the array A[1..n] into ⌈n/℘⌉ = q blocks Dj, 1 ≤ j ≤ q of length ℘ for some integer ℘.
We index these blocks Dj for RNV queries using the CIR approach and the reduction for extended alphabets discussed
above. All of the Dj are over the alphabet {1, 2, . . . , n}, thus per sub-array this takes space c℘2 + ℘ · o(℘) + n + o(n) for
some constant c ≤ 2. In total we are using q(c℘2 + ℘ · o(℘)+ n+ o(n))+ n⌈log n+ 1⌉ bits, which includes n⌈log n+ 1⌉
bits for storing the original array A.
Having indexed the sub-arraysDj we can answer queries inside each block of indices [(i−1)℘+1,min(n, i℘)] in constant
time. This leaves us with the problem of handling queries spanning several such blocks. To this end we define the arrays
Fk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n of length q by
Fk[i] =

A[(i− 1)℘ + RNV (Di[1..|Di|], k)] if RNV (Di[1..|Di|], k) ≠ −∞
∞ otherwise
The Fk are storing precomputed results for complete blocks, i.e. each block is represented by the smallest possible solution it
has to offer (or∞ if a block contains no solution for a query). The result of an interval of indices spanning several complete
blocks for some k can be computed as the minimum over the corresponding entries in Fk. Consequently we index the Fk for
range minimum queries using Fischer’s encoding approach to RMQ. After this is done the Fk are no longer needed. The total
space required for these RMQ indices is q2n + q · o(n) bits. Using the indexed arrays Dj the arrays Fk can be computed and
indexed for RMQ in time O(qn).
This completes the construction of our data structure. In what follows, we use RNV_DS1 to refer to this data structure.
3.2.1. Query processing
We discuss the query processing. The query algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Query processing of RNV_DS1
1: Set (i1, i3) = (⌈ ℓ℘ ⌉, ⌈ r℘ ⌉)
2: Set (ℓ′, r ′) = ((i1 − 1)℘, (i3 − 1)℘)
3: if i1 = i3 then
4: return ℓ′ + RNVDi1 ([ℓ− ℓ′, r − r ′],K)
5: else
6: Set (index1, index2, index3) = (i1℘ + RNVDi1 ([ℓ− ℓ′, |Di1 |],K),−∞, i3℘ + RNVDi3 ([1, r − r ′],K))
7: if i3 − i1 > 1 then
8: Set i2 = RMQFK ([i1 + 1, i3 − 1])
9: Set index2 = (i2 − 1)℘ + RNVDi2 ([1..℘],K)
10: end if
11: {Assume A[−∞] = ∞ in line below}
12: Set (index, value) = min{(A[index1], index1), (A[index2], index2), (A[index3, index3)}
13: return index
14: end if
Suppose, we are considering the following query: RNVA([ℓ..r],K). We first compute the blocks i1 and i3 containing
indices ℓ and r given by ⌈ℓ/℘⌉ and ⌈r/℘⌉ respectively. Then we store the end indices of the respective previous blocks in
the variables ℓ′ and r ′. These variables are used to compute the transformation between indices on A and indices on the
blocks of A. Then we first check whether l and r are found in the same block.
Case 1: i1 = i3 If this is the case, then all we need to do is perform a query on this blockDi1 (which gives us an index relative
to the block boundary or−∞ if no suitable value exists in the block) and then add ℓ′ to obtain an index on A. Note
that in the final addition we assume that the usual arithmetic rules concerning infinity hold (i.e.−∞+ a = −∞
for any finite number a).
Case 2: i3 > i1 If i3 − i1 > 0, then we need to do more than a query on a single block. We start by dividing the range
[ℓ..r] into three consecutive ranges. The first and the last range are made up from (possibly partial) single blocks
at the start and end of the range. More precisely these are given by the intervals [ℓ = (i1 − 1)℘ + ℓ′..(i1)℘] and
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Fig. 1. The situation of an RNV query.
[(i3 − 1)℘ + 1..r = (i3 − 1)℘ + r ′]. These intervals correspond to the local intervals [l − ℓ′, ℘] on block i1 and
[1, r − r ′] on block i3. The inner part consists of a consecutive sequence of complete blocks. These are the blocks
[i1 + 1..i3 − 1]. See Fig. 1. The result for the query is derived from the results obtained for these three parts. The
sub-queries for the partial blocks give us either an index on A (after transforming the local block index to a global
index) or−∞ (if no suitable value exists in the partial blocks). These two indices are stored as index1 and index3.
If i3 − i1 > 1, then there are complete blocks between the partial blocks i1 and i3 we have already processed. We
find the block containing the best candidate for RNV by using RMQ on the array FK . This returns the index i2 of
the block containing the minimum value greater or equalK in the block interval [i1 + 1, i3 − 1] on FK . Note that
this minimum value could be infinite. We determine the exact location of this best value in i2 by calling RNV on
block i2 and shifting the obtained index into place. Having computed the solutions index1, index2 and index3 of the
three parts, we can compute the solution of the complete query by comparing the values A[index1], A[index2] and
A[index3] and choosing the index yielding the minimal value.
3.2.2. Correctness and running time
We discuss the correctness of the above algorithm and its running time.
Theorem 3 (Correctness). With the data structure RNV_DS1,we can correctly answer any query of the formRNVA([ℓ..r],K), 1 ≤
ℓ ≤ r ≤ n, 1 ≤ K ≤ n.
Proof. Recall that, the range [ℓ..r] is transformed into (up to) 3 consecutive ranges, namely R1 ≡ [ℓ..i1 × ℘], R2 ≡
[i1 × ℘ + 1..(i3 − 1) × ℘] and R3 ≡ [(i3 − 1) × ℘ + 1..r]. Now, the range R1 (resp. R3) is confined within the block
Di1 (resp. Di3 ). On the other hand, if R2 is existent, then it can span over one or more blocks, Di1+1, . . . ,Di3−1 and, in that
case, it completely contains those blocks, i.e. i1×℘+1 designates the leftmost index of Di1+1 and (i3−1)×℘ the rightmost
index of Di3−1. It is clear that, the minimum value assigned to the results of the corresponding RNV queries in the three
ranges, namely, R1, R2 and R3, is the final result. Now, recall that, we have the following two cases.
Case 1: i1 = i3 It is easy to verify that, this case arises when the range [ℓ..r] is confined in the sub-array Di1 . Therefore, it is
easy to verify that, we have RNVA([ℓ..r],K) ≡ l′ + RNVDi1 ([(ℓ− ℓ′)..(r − r ′)],K). Thus the result is correct due
to the correctness of the CIR approach.
Case 2: i3 > i1 It is easy to see that, if we have i3− i1 > 1, then all 3 intervals are existent; otherwise, R2 is non-existent. The
query algorithm starts by computing the values index1 and index3, the results for the partial blocks at indices i1 and
i3 respectively. The variable index2 is initialised to−∞ denoting that a valid value for the blocks i1 + 1, . . . i3 − 1
was not yet found. Then we check whether R2 is existent. If it is then we use RMQ on the array FK to compute i2,
the index of the block containing RNV (A[(i1+1)℘+1..(i3)℘]), i.e. the solution for the range R2. As soon aswe have
i2, we compute the value index2 of RNV (A[(i1 + 1)℘ + 1..(i3)℘]). Having computed the values index1, index2 and
index3 representing the solutions for the range R1, R2 and R3 we have to select the best one. To determine which
is the best one, we need to look up the respective values in A, where we assume A[−∞] = ∞ (remember that the
indices index1, index2 and index3 can be−∞ if the respective ranges do not contain a solution).We select the index
in {index1, index2, index3} assigned the minimum value in A, which by definition is the solution to the complete
query. 
Theorem 4. The data structure RNV_DS1 can be constructed in O(n℘ + n2/℘) time.
Proof. We deduce the construction time of RNV_DS1 phase by phase as follows.
Phase 1 Each sub-arrayDj, 1 ≤ j ≤ q = ⌈n/℘⌉ has atmost℘ elements. It is easy to see that, the application of the variation
of Algorithm CIR for extended alphabet requiresO(℘2+n) time per sub array. Therefore, in total, the time required
by Phase 1 is O((℘2 + n)× q) = O((℘2 + n)× ⌈n/℘⌉) = O(n2/℘ + n℘) in the worst case.
Phase 2 In this phase, we construct the arrays Fk[1..q], for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. This can easily be done in O(nq) = O(n2/℘) time.
We also preprocess arrays Fk, what requires also O(nq) = O(n2/℘) time.
Therefore, in total, the time required for the construction of RNV_DS1 is O(n2/℘ + n℘)+ O(n2/℘) = O(n2/℘ + n℘). 
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Corollary 1. The data structure RNV_DS1 can be constructed in O(n
3
2 ) time to require O(n
3
2 ) bits of space.
Proof. This can be achieved by choosing ℘ = √n. 
Theorem 5. Given the data structure RNV_DS1, we can answer the RNV queries in O(1) time per query.
Proof. It is clear that, given RNV_DS1, an RNV query is answered by executing up to 3 RNV queries on the sub-arrays
and possibly 1 RMQ query on the appropriate F array. Each of these queries requires O(1) time. Therefore, the theorem
follows. 
3.3. An improved algorithm with complexity ⟨O(n1+ϵ),O(1)⟩
In this subsection, we present a different algorithm for problem RNV by taking a slightly different approach. We start
with a slightly different ⟨O(n2),O(1)⟩ algorithm and present a new algorithm built on top it. This algorithm follows a similar
strategy to algorithm CIR and is referred to as the base algorithm henceforth.
3.3.1. The base algorithm
We define arrays Bj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n as follows:
Bj[i] =

A[i] if A[i] ≥ j
∞ if A[i] < j
Now, the preprocessing is done as follows.
1: for j = 1, . . . , n do
2: Compute sequence Bj
3: Preprocess sequence Bj for problem RMQ
4: Deallocate Bj
5: end for
6: Create a copy of A
After the above data structure is constructed, we can perform the queries as follows. Similar to what was done in
algorithm CIR, given the query RNVA([ℓ..r],K), we compute index = RMQBK ([l..r]). If A[index] < K then we return−∞,
otherwise we return index. It is easy to see that the base algorithm is correct and its running time is ⟨O(n2),O(1)⟩. The space
required for the index computed by the base algorithm is cn2 + n · o(n)+ n⌈log n+ 1⌉ bits for some constant c ≤ 2. In the
rest of this subsection, we present an improved algorithm based on the base algorithm.
3.3.2. Improved algorithm
We describe a method for improving the preprocessing time of any RNV algorithm. The cost paid for the improvement is
a slight (namely O(1)) increase of the RNV query time. Suppose, we are given the array A of length n, the parameter ℘, and
an algorithm RNVALG for problem RNVwith complexity ⟨f (n), g(n)⟩. We will show how to improve the preprocessing time
of RNVALG.
In the first phase we divide possible values of parameterK , into ⌈n/℘⌉ = q interval sets Kj, where Kj = {i : (j−1) ·℘ <
i ≤ j · ℘}. Different from the previous subsection we thus decompose the input array by value instead of index. This is
conceptually an approach similar to the wavelet tree (cf. [12]). However we keep the constant query time (at the cost of a
higher index size). For each j (1 ≤ j ≤ q) we compute following arrays:
• array B′j (|B′j| = n) — containing information about elements of array A strictly larger than (j− 1) · ℘
B′j[i] =

A[i] if A[i] > (j− 1) · ℘
∞ otherwise
• setCj = {i : A[i] ∈ Kj}— containing indices of the elements of array Awith values from the range Kj; by Cj wewill denote
the array consisting of elements of Cj sorted in ascending order, |Cj| ≤ ℘,
• array Dj (|Dj| ≤ ℘) — contains the elements of array A from the range Kj, in the order as they appear in A; each element
is replaced with an element with (j− 1)℘ subtracted from it. This ensures that the array Dj is a permutation of {1..|Dj|}:
Dj[i] = A[Cj[i]] − (j− 1) · ℘, for 1 ≤ i ≤ |Cj|
• array Ej (|Ej| = n) — for translating indices between A and Dj. These bit arrays are similar to the array U used in the
extended alphabet case. We define Ej[i] = 1 if A[i] ∈ Kj and Ej[i] = 0 otherwise.
Then the algorithm preprocesses each array B′j for range minimum queries, each array Dj for range next value queries (using
RNVALG) and each array Ej for rank1 and select1. An example of computing the arrays Dj and Ej is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Example of computing arrays Dj and Ej , for n = 15, ℘ = 4, j = 2,Kj = [5..8]
Algorithm 2 Construction of RNV_DS2(℘,RNVALG)
1: for j = 1, . . . , ⌈n/℘⌉ do
2: compute arrays B′j , Cj, Dj, Ej,
3: preprocess sequence B′j for RMQ (Range Minimum Queries)
4: preprocess sequence Dj for RNV (Range Next Value Queries) using RNVALG
5: preprocess sequence Ej for rank1 and select1
6: deallocate B′j and Dj
7: end for
8: Create copy of A
RMQ on the B′j arrays will be used for answering the range next value queries if the answer is outside of the range Kj.
RNV on the Dj will be used if the answer is within the range Kj. Since we do not know in advance which case is valid, the
algorithm tries both cases, and then chooses the smaller result. Note that we do not need to keep the respective arrays B′j
and Dj as soon as we have indexed them.
Algorithm 3 Query Processing of RNV_DS2(℘,RNVALG)
1: Set index1 = index2 = −∞
2: Set j, such that: x = (j− 1) · ℘ < K ≤ j · ℘
3: if j < q then
4: index1 = RMQB′j+1([ℓ..r])
5: if A[index1] < K then
6: index1 = −∞
7: end if
8: end if
9: Set ℓ′ = rank1(Ej, ℓ− 1)+ 1; r ′ = rank1(Ej, r)
10: if ℓ′ ≤ r ′ then
11: index2 = RNVDj([ℓ′..r ′],K − x) {using algorithm RNVALG}
12: if index2 ≠ −∞ then
13: {map index2 from Dj to A}
14: index2 = select1(Ej, index2)
15: end if
16: end if
17: {Assume A[−∞] = ∞ in statement below}
18: (value, index) = min{(A[index1], index1), (A[index2], index2)}
19: return index
The query algorithm is shown as Algorithm 3. An example query is displayed in Fig. 3.
Theorem 6. If we are given the ⟨f (n), g(n)⟩ RNV algorithm, then using the RNV_DS2, we can construct an ⟨O((n2 +
nf (℘))/℘), g(℘)+ O(1)⟩ algorithm for RNV.
Proof. The preprocessing of the RNV_DS2 requires:
• computing n/℘ arrays B′j (each of length n), this step requires O(n2/℘) time,
• preprocessing n/℘ arrays B′j for RMQ queries, this step also requires O(n2/℘) time, and produces n℘(cn + o(n)) bits of
index space
• computing n/℘ arrays Dj (each of length ℘), clearly this step requires O(n) time,
• preprocessing n/℘ arrays Dj for RNV queries using the ⟨f (n), g(n)⟩ algorithm, this step requires O(f (℘) · n/℘) time,
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Fig. 3. RNV_DS2 processing query RNV (5, 12, 6) (assuming ℘ = 4).
• computing n/℘ arrays Ej (each of length n) and indexing Ej for rank1 and select1, this step requires O(n2/℘) time and
produces n/℘(n+ o(n)) bits of index space,
• copying A, which requires n time and n⌈log n+ 1⌉ bits of space.





o(n) bits plus what is used by the recursion).
Answering the Range Next Value queries requires:
• one range minimum query on the array B′j , which can be done in O(1) time,
• one recursive call of the range next value query for the array Dj using ⟨f (n), g(n)⟩ RNV algorithm, requiring g(℘) time,
• constant number of additional operations (i.e. rank1, select1, accessing arrays, etc.)
Clearly the total query time is g(℘)+ O(1). 
Corollary 2. RNV_DS2 can be constructed in O(n
3
2 ) running time and space.
Proof. This can be achieved if we use the RNV_DS2 construction method, with ℘ = √n, and using as RNVALG, the base
algorithm (with complexity ⟨O(n2),O(1)⟩). 
We can obtain an even more efficient algorithm, carefully iterating RNV_DS2 construction.
Theorem 7. For any given positive constant ϵ > 0, we can construct an ⟨O(n1+ϵ, O(1)⟩ algorithm for RNV using the RNV_DS2.
Proof. Let RNV_DS2(0) denote the base algorithm for RNV (with the complexity ⟨O(n2),O(1)⟩). For any i > 0, let
RNV_DS2(i) denote the algorithm obtained using RNV_DS2with RNVALG = RNV_DS2(i−1) and℘ = n ii+1 . From Theorem6
the approachRNV_DS2(1)has the complexity ⟨O(n 32 ),O(1)⟩, the RNV_DS2(2)has the complexity ⟨O(n1+ 13 ),O(1)⟩. By simple
induction, one can easily prove, that the RNV_DS2(i) has the complexity ⟨O(n1+ 1i ),O(i)⟩. 
4. Generalised RNV
In this section we relax the condition on the input array. We define the generalised Range Next Value Problem (GRNV)
in the following way, where we no longer require the input array of length n to be a permutation of the integers 1, . . . , n.
Definition 1. Let A[1 . . n] be an array of numbers such that each number in A has a representation using (1 + ϵ) log n bits
for some constant ϵ > 0. The generalised Range Next Value (GRNV) problem consists of preprocessing A for queries of type
GRNV query.
GRNV Query. Given a numberK and indices l, r such that 1 ≤ l ≤ r < n, return either an index g of a smallest element in
A[l . . r] such that A[g] ≥ K , or−∞ if no such element exists.
Our indexing procedure can be described as shown in Algorithm 4. We first consider the space required by the indexing
procedure. During construction we build the arrays S, S ′ and A′, each of which consisting of O(n) numbers totally using
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Algorithm 4 Function GRNV_Index(A[1 . . n])
for i = 1 to n do
S[i] = (A[i], i)
end for
{Sort S in time O(n log n)}
Sort S (lexicographic order)
for i = 1 to n do
(val, pos) = S[i]
S ′[i] = val
A′[pos] = i
end for
(S ′[0],M,M) = (S ′[1], S ′[1], S ′[n])
U = empty string
for i = 1 to n do
U = U0S′[i−1]−S′[i]1
end for
Index A′ for RNV and U for rank1, select0 and select1
Deallocate A′, S, S ′
O(n log n) bits of space. The string U contains n one bits andM − M zero bits, whereM is the minimal andM the maximal
element of A. Thus in total it can be stored in O(n1+ϵ) bits. As we can also index A′ for constant time queries using space
O(n1+ϵ) bits, the total size of the index is O(n1+ϵ) bits. Concerning the runtime of the indexing procedure we have to take
the following steps into account. We first set up the array S in time O(n). Then we sort S in time O(n log n) and subsequently
derive the arrays S ′ and A′ from S in time O(n). From S ′ we derive the string U in time O(n1+ϵ) and in asymptotically the
same time set up the rank and select dictionaries for U and index A′ for constant time RNV queries. The total runtime is thus
O(n1+ϵ).
The corresponding query procedure is shown as Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Function GRNV_Query_Const(l, r,K)
ifK > M then
return −∞
end if
ifK < M then
K = M
end if
return RNVA′(l, r, select1(U, rank1(U, select0(U,K −M))+ 1))
Let us discuss the correctness of the approach. The query procedure starts by checking the arguments. IfK > M then
we are looking for a position of an element in Awhich exceeds the value of the maximal element in A. As no such elements
exists we return−∞. IfK < M , then it is safe to changeK toM , as this does not change the result of the query. Thus the
argument checking guarantees that in the final line of the query algorithm the statement M ≤ K ≤ M holds. The query
algorithm subsequently returns the result of a subquery on A′ using the same left and right boundaries as the original query
and a mapping of the valueK using the vector U . To see why this is correct consider the index. During the construction of
the index the array A′ is given by A′[i] = 1+ |{j|A[j] < A[i]}| + |{j|A[j] = A[i], j < i}| for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, i.e. each element v in A
is replaced by one plus the number of elements in A smaller than v plus the number of elements equalling v to the left of its
position. It is easy to see that A′ is a permutation of the numbers 1 to n and consequently can be indexed for problem RNV
using the approaches we have given above. As an example consider the sequence A = 4, 6, 4, 6, 4, 0. The following table
shows the resulting array.
i 1 2 3 4 5 6
A[i] 4 6 4 6 4 0
A′[i] 2 5 3 6 4 1
Consider the instances of the number 4 in the example sequence for A. There are 3 such numbers and there is 1 instance of
a smaller number (0). Thus the instances of 4 in A are mapped to 2, 3 and 4 from left to right. Note that the order of these
numbers is not important, we could assign any permutation of the numbers 2, 3 and 4 to the instances of the number 4 in
A. We use the strictly increasing order because it is easily computed. For the query we need to map the given parameterK
to a suitable value in A′. This value is obtained by first mappingK to the smallest valueK ′ greater or equal thanK in A and
then mappingK ′ to the smallest valueK ′′ in A′ representing any numberK ′ in A. We use operations on the bit vector U to
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perform thismapping. The bit vectorU is a representation of the array S ′ allowing us to perform themapping quickly in time
O(1), where S ′ is nothing but the sorted array A. Again consider the example sequence A = 4, 6, 4, 6, 4, 0. The following
table depicts the resulting S ′ array.
i 1 2 3 4 5 6
A[i] 4 6 4 6 4 0
S ′[i] 0 4 4 4 6 6
If we assumeK = 3 for the sake of an example thenwe obtainK ′ = 4 (the smallest number larger or equalK in A and thus
S ′) andK ′′ = 2 as the leftmost instance of 4 in S ′ appears at index 2. For the mapping ofK toK ′′ we need to determine the
index of the first value greater or equal thanK in S ′. By construction this index equals the minimal value of the mapping
of the smallest valueK ′ greater or equalK in A. The vector U stores the differences of elements in S ′ in unary notation, i.e.
we have U = 0S′[1]−S′[0]10S′[2]−S′[1]1 . . . 0S′[n]−S′[n−1]1 where we assume S ′[0] = S ′[1]. For determiningK ′′ we thus need to
find the first one bit appearing afterK −M zero bits. This can be done in constant time by using
K ′′ = select1(U, rank1(U, select0(U,K −M))+ 1) .
The call to RNV on A′ in the final line of the query algorithm returns the index of the smallest number in A′[ℓ..r] greater
or equal K ′′ or −∞ if no such element exists. By the relation of K and K ′′ described above this equals the index of the
smallest element greater or equalK in A[ℓ..r] if such an element exists. If no such element exists then −∞ is the correct
return value by definition. This shows the correctness of the approach.
Theorem 8. Given an array A[1 . . n] of numbers each of which has a representation in log n(1 + ϵ) bits for some constant ϵ,
there exists an index of size O(n1+ϵ) bits constructible in time O(n1+ϵ) such that GRNV queries on A can be answered in constant
time O(1).
5. Applications
In this section, we discuss possible applications of problem RNV. As has already beenmentioned in Section 1, the study of
the RNV problem in [6] was motivated by problem PMQI, a variant of the classic pattern matching problem. Problem PMQI
is formally defined as follows (We use OccPT to denote the occurrence set for the classic pattern matching problem):
Problem 3 (Pattern Matching in a Query Interval (Problem PMQI)). Suppose we are given a text T of length n. Preprocess T
to answer queries of the following form.
Query: We are given a pattern P of lengthm and a query interval [ℓ..r], with 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ r ≤ n. Let us denote by OccPT the set
of all occurrences of P in T . We need to construct the set:
OccPT [ℓ..r] = {i | i ∈ OccPT and i ∈ [ℓ..r]}
Using the reduction of [6] from problem PMQI to problem RNV, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 9. We can construct a data structure for problem PMQI in O(max(n1+ϵ, n log σ)) time and O(n1+ϵ) bits of space such
that we can answer the relevant queries in the optimal O(m+ |OccPT [ℓ..r]|) time per query.
A more general problem called PMI was also handled in [6].
Problem 4 (Generalised Pattern Matching with Intervals (Problem PMI)). Suppose we are given a text T of length n and a set
of intervals π = {[s1..f1], [s2..f2],
. . . , [s|π |..f|π |]}, such that si, fi ∈ [1..n] and si ≤ fi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ |π |. Preprocess T to answer queries of the following form.
Query: Given a pattern P and a query interval [ℓ..r], such that ℓ, r ∈ [1..n] and ℓ ≤ r , construct the set
OccPT [ℓ..r],π = {i | i ∈ OccPT and i ∈ [ℓ, r] ∩ϖ for someϖ ∈ π}
To solve problem PMI, a data structure with O(n log3 n) time, O(n log2 n) space was constructed in [6]; the query time
achieved was O(m+ log log n+ |OccPT [ℓ..r],π |). It was left as an open problem to achieve the optimal query time for problem
PMI [6]. Interestingly, using problem RNV, we can get the optimal query time for problem PMI as well. For details please
refer to [7].1
Theorem 10. For problem PMI, we can construct a data structure in O(max(n1+ϵ, n log σ)) time and O(n1+ϵ) bits of space such
that we can answer the relevant queries in the optimal O(m+ |OccPT [ℓ..r],π |) time per query.
1 An extended version of [6].
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In the rest of this section, we consider three recent variants of the classic patternmatching problem, which we define below
after defining some related concepts. Given two occurrences i, j ∈ [1..n−m+1], j > i of a patternP [1..m] in a text T [1..n],
we say that j isminimalwith respect to i, if, and only if, there exists no occurrence ofP in T in the range [i+ 1..j− 1]. And,
two occurrences i, j ∈ [1..n−m+ 1] ofP in T are said to be non-overlapping, if, and only if, |j− i| ≥ m. Otherwise they are
said to be overlapping.
Problem 5. Suppose we are given a text T of length n. Preprocess T to answer the following form of queries:
Query: Given a patternP of lengthm, and an index i, we want to find an occurrence i′ ≥ i ofP in T , such that i′ is minimal
with respect to i.
Problem 6. Suppose we are given a text T of length n. Preprocess T to answer the following form of queries:
Query: Given a patternP of lengthm, and a list of indicesU = ⟨i1, . . . , iℓ⟩, our goal is to construct the listV = ⟨j1, . . . , jℓ⟩,
such that, for all k ∈ [1..ℓ], jk is an occurrence ofP in T and jk ∈ V is, either minimal with respect to ik ∈ U or equal to Nil.
The latter case means that there does not exist any occurrence to the right of ik.
Problem 7. Suppose we are given a text T of length n. Preprocess T to answer the following form of queries:
Query: Given a pattern P of length m, and an interval [i..j], we want to find an ascending sequence U = ⟨i1, . . . , iℓ⟩ of
non-overlapping occurrences of P in T , such that i ≤ i1 ≤ iℓ ≤ j and ℓ is maximal.
Problem 5 to 7 were handled very recently in [15]. The corresponding data structures presented in [15] for the above
problems requires O(n log n) storage and O(n log n log log n) expected preprocessing time each. The query time achieved
in [15], for Problems 6 and 7 is O(m + ℓ log log n) and for Problem 5 is O(m + log log n). Notably, none of the query times
achieved in [15] are optimal. In the rest of this section we briefly show, how problem RNV can be used to achieve optimal
query times for the above problems.
5.1. Problems 5 and 6
It is clear that, Problem 5 is a simpler version of the Problem 6. Interestingly, we can use problem RNV to solve both
the problems efficiently. We first consider Problem 5. Following the techniques of [6] we construct a suffix tree and do
some preprocessing on it to get OccPT implicitly in the form of an arrayL and an interval [a..b]. More specifically, using the
techniques of [6], after the preprocessing, we can implicitly have OccPT inL[a..b] in O(m) time. Now, it is easy to see that to
solve the query of Problem 5, we simply need to get the answer of the following query:
RNVL([a..b], i) (1)
Therefore, we have the following result.
Theorem 11. For Problem 5, we can construct a data structure in O(max(n1+ϵ, n log σ)) time and O(n1+ϵ) bits of space such
that we can answer the relevant queries in the optimal O(m) time per query.
Proof. For the preprocessing, we first construct the suffix tree and do the preprocessing of [6], requiring O(n log σ) time,
where σ = min(n, |Σ |). Then we preprocess L for problem RNV. Total construction time and space complexity is,
O(max(n1+ϵ, n log σ)) and O(n1+ϵ) bits respectively. As for the query, we require O(m) time to obtain OccPT implicitly [6].
Then, we just need to perform the Query 1 requiring constant time. Hence, the result follows. 
We can easily extend the above result for Problem 6, simply by executing RNV queries, RNVL([a..b], i) for all i ∈ U.
Therefore, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 12. For Problem 6, we can construct a data structure in O(max(n1+ϵ, n log σ)) time and O(n1+ϵ) bits of space such
that we can answer the relevant queries in the optimal O(m+ ℓ) time per query.
5.2. Problem 7
To solve Problem 7 we follow the greedy strategy of [15] as follows. Suppose, we have the set OccPT in the list W =⟨i1, . . . , i|OccPT |⟩ in ascending order. Now, we construct another list Y as follows. We first put i1 in Y. We use last(Y) to
denote the most recently put index inY. Nowwe scan the listW from left to right and put ik ∈ W inY, only if ik and last(Y)
are non-overlapping. It was proved in [15] that |Y| is maximal. Therefore, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 13. For Problem 7, we can construct a data structure in O(max(n1+ϵ, n log σ)) time and O(n1+ϵ) bits of space such
that we can answer the relevant queries in the optimal O(m+ ℓ) time per query.
Proof. We do the same preprocessing as we did for Problems 5 and 6 and hence achieve the same preprocessing time and
space complexity. Now, we consider the query. We start with the query RNVL([a..b], i+1). Now suppose, the query returns
q. Now, if q ≤ j, then we put q inU and perform the query RNVL([a..b], q + m) and continue as before. We stop when we
get a query result q′ such that q′ > j. It is easy to verify that this would correctly construct a maximal listU. Finally, since
each of the queries require constant time, the result follows. 
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6. Conclusion
In this paper,we have considered the RangeNext Value problem (problemRNV) andhave presented improved algorithms
for it. Problem RNV was introduced and handled in [6] where a ⟨O(n2),O(1)⟩ algorithm was devised. In this paper, we have
presented two improved algorithms, both of which can achieve ⟨O(n 32 ),O(1)⟩ time complexity using O(n 32 ) bits of index
space. Additionally, the algorithms we have presented can bemademore efficient. In particular, by carefully iterating them,
we can get an algorithm having complexity ⟨O(n1+ϵ),O(1)⟩, for any ϵ > 0, using O(n1+ϵ) bits of index space. We have
shown how to use these indexes for RNV to index more general (non-permutation) arrays for range next value queries. We
have also shown how problem RNV can be used to achieve optimal query time for a number of interesting variants of the
pattern matching problem. Interestingly, the two algorithms we have presented use different techniques and hence could
be investigated further from different perspective to achieve better construction time.
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